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More Rare Coins
Recovered
More Rare Coins Recovered From
1857 Gold Rush Shipwreck

N

ine rare silver quarters recovered from the
wreck of a steamship that sank carrying treasure from the California Gold Rush are set for
auction.
The quarters, minted in San Francisco in 1856, have
a large “S” mint mark over a small “S.” They were recovered in 2014 from the wreck of the SS Central
America, which sank in a hurricane off the coast of
North Carolina on Sept. 12, 1857.
Dubbed “the ship of gold,” the SS Central America
was carrying tons of Gold Rush treasure when she
sank.
The coins were being transported from San Francisco
to New York, via Panama, when the Central America
sank. “These apparently came from a batch of coins
brought aboard by a California Gold Rush-era miner
and ended up in the ship’s safe along with the miners’
(Continued on page 3)

Detector Raffle

""When the people fear the government, there is tyranny. When the government fears the people, there is
liberty"
- Thomas Jefferson

The drawing for the Nokta
Makro Simplex+ Detector
will take place at the
January club Meeting. Final
tickets available prior to
the drawing at $10 each.

About The News
The News is the official newsletter of the Rocky
Mountain Prospectors and Treasure Hunters Club
(RMPTH): our mailing address is 1819 88th Avenue,
Greeley, CO 80634.
Opinions expressed in The News are those of the
authors and do not necessarily reflect those of the
club or its members. Publication of information in
The News constitutes no guarantee of accuracy. Use
of any information found in this publication is at the
sole risk of the user. Neither RMPTH, nor its coordinators, nor The News, nor its editors or contributors
assume any liability for damages resulting from use
of information in this publication.
Submissions
Articles, letters and short items of interest on prospecting, detecting and treasure hunting topics are
welcome and encouraged. All items submitted for
publication are subject to editing. Submittals for publication may be made in writing or, preferably, in
ASCII text format on IBM-compatible disk. If you have
questions about a submission, please contact the editor for information.

Advertising
Classified advertising for topic related items is free
for non-business ads. See the “Trading Post” section
for donation pricing of camera-ready display ads. Donations for ad makeup from sketches, etc., are available on request.
About RMPTH
RMPTH is an independent nonprofit hobbyist social
club, open to anyone interested in prospecting, detecting or treasure hunting. Its purpose is to provide an
educational and social forum of mutual benefit for
members. RMPTH holds a monthly meeting and conducts various field outings, as well as offers special
presentations and seminars. Active participants have
voting privileges. The monthly newsletter, The News,
is readily available on the Internet. Annual dues are
$35 payable in June. Applicants joining in any month
other than June pay partial dues of $3 per month for
months remaining prior to following June less $1. ✍

Copyright
Unless otherwise noted, other nonprofit groups
may reprint or quote from any articles appearing in
The News without prior permission, provided that
proper author and publication credits are given and
that a copy of the publication in which the article appears is sent at no cost to RMPTH at the above mailing address. Clubs wishing to exchange newsletters
with RMPTH are invited to send a copy of their newsletter together with an exchange request.

CLUB MEMBERS TAKE NOTE
We will be running a 50/50 Drawing at each club meeting. At
the end of each meeting we will split the pot 50/50 and a
lucky member will go home with more money than they came
with.!
The remaining 50% goes to the club treasury.
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(Continued from page 1)

pokes (packets containing gold and/or coins),” said
their owner Dwight Manley, managing partner of the
California Gold Marketing Group, in a statement.
Such was the impact of the “the ship of gold’s” sinking
that her loss contributed to the 1857 financial panic
that gripped the U.S., according to the California Gold
Marketing Group.
The coins will be auctioned by Ira & Larry Goldberg
Coins & Collectibles between Feb. 16 and Feb. 20,
2020. Pre-sale estimates value the coins at $2,000 to
$25,000 each, depending on their condition.
“Silver coins that were found in the purser’s bag in a
lock box inside the ship’s safe survived 157 years in
the Atlantic Ocean without the corrosion seen on most
silver coins found on shipwrecks,” said Bob Evans,
chief scientist on the 2014 recovery effort, in a statement. “This is undoubtedly due to the oxygen-starved
(anaerobic) conditions within the safe. It was not
water tight, but it essentially sealed off the interior
environment and its chemistry from the outside seabed environment.”

The rare quarters were recovered from the wreck of a steamship
that sank carrying treasure from the California Gold Rush.
(Image courtesy of Professional Coin Grading Service

Evans was also chief scientist on the mission that first
located some of the ship’s sunken treasure in the
1980s.
Rare coins are big business. An extremely rare halfdollar coin from 1838, for example, recently sold at
auction for $504,000.
An 1894 dime, one of only 24 minted and once owned
by former Lakers owner Jerry Buss, recently sold at
auction for $1.32 million, including the buyer’s commission.

A close up of the the large S over small s mint mark on one of
the nine coins. (Image courtesy of Professional Coin Grading
Service www.PCGS.com)

foxnews.com/science/sunken-treasure-coins-recovered
-gold-rush-shipwreck

✍

Alaskan Treasure
In 1901, a luxury 240-foot steamship called SS Islander carrying treasure
hunters sank off the coast of Alaska, never to be heard from again. Unsurprisingly, reports of gold attracted salvage efforts, but it took a long time to actually find it. The main part of the hull was uncovered in 1934, but it was only in
1996 that the bow where the gold was located was found. Then it wasn't until
2012, when two Washington companies – Ocean Mar and MK Salvage Venture –
joined their efforts together that the gold was recovered. And it was worth
the wait: the sunken ship revealed gold worth $1.5 million (£1.1m) at face value.
But due to its historical importance the gold actually went up for sale for a cool
$4 million (£3.1m) in 2016. Alongside all that gold, the teams found more than
1,000 artefacts which went on show at the Alaska State Museum in Juneau.
The News, January 2020
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Find of the YEAR
Winners
December, 2019

Most Valuable Coin:
Dave Landes - 1914-s Dime
Oldest Coin: Dave Landes - 1867
Shield Nickel
Largest Raw Gold: Michael
Houser
Most Raw Gold: Carolyn Houser
Best Bottle: Mike Noll - Antique
Plains Dairy Bottle
Best Jewelry:
Mike Noll – Bloodstone Ring
Most Unique Find:
Barb Schuldt - Horseshoe
Door Knocker
Token:
Norm Kirkland - Howell’s Antiseptic Token
Rock, Gem, Mineral & Fossil:
Dan Kelly - Clear Crystal Specimen

Prospector of the
Year:
Mike Hauser
Detectorist of the
Year:
Barb Schuldt
Gold Glossary
Heavies--minerals of high specific
gravity in a placer concentrate, also
called black sands.

TREASURE HUNTER’S
CODE OF ETHICS

I WILL respect private property and do no treasure
hunting without the owner's permission.

Find of the YEAR:
Mike Noll - Bloodstone Ring
Congrats to all the 2019
winners!

I WILL fill all excavations.
I WILL appreciate and protect our heritage of natural
resources, wildlife, and private property.
I WILL use thoughtfulness, consideration, and courtesy
at all times.
I WILL build fires in designated or safe places only.
I WILL leave gates as found.
I WILL remove and properly dispose of any trash that I
find.
I WILL NOT litter.
I WILL NOT destroy property, buildings, or what is left
of ghost towns and deserted structures.
I WILL NOT tamper with signs, structural facilities, or
equipment.
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Classic chainmail coin purse used from
mid-1700s to late 1800s. These coin
purses were used by both men and
women due to the lack of clothing
pockets. I myself detected one of
these at an old homestead still containing a nice group of coins dating
from 1800 to 1856.

Mineral Specimen Identification
As part of their community outreach, Metropolitan State
College of Denver, Dep. of Earth & Atmospheric
Science, Professional Services Division offers FREE
MINERAL SPECIMEN IDENTIFICATION. Participants
will aid in the education of future Geoscientists!
Details and specimen submittal forms with instructions
can be downloaded
from:
SPECIAL OFFER FREE MINERAL SPECIMEN
http://college.earthscienceeducation.net/MINPET/
MINID.pdf

Refreshment Volunteers
January—
FebruaryMarchApril May June July August—
September—
October—
November–
The News, January 2020

Property Wanted
For Detector Hunt
RMPTH is looking for private property on which to hold
an organized club detector hunt. Obviously, it would be
most ideal if this property is known to have seen some
past historical activity. If you have such property or
know of someone who does, please contact Rick Mattingly to plan a club field outing event.
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Scottish Gold Nugget
By Hannah Sparks December 3, 2019
Treasure hunter finds 22-karat gold nugget
worth $100K in Scottish riverbed

A

ll that glitters is not gold — but that glint in the
water just might be.

piece, it is still the biggest one in the UK,” said Palmer
of The Reunion Nugget. “Add together the second
piece and the story behind it, and you’ve got something amazing.”
nypost.com/2019/12/03/treasure-hunter-finds-22karat-gold-nugget-worth-100k-in-scottish-riverbed

✍

A treasure-hunting hobbyist
in Scotland has unearthed a
solid-gold nugget worth an
estimated £80,000, about
$103,400.
The gleaming lump was
pulled out of a river in two
semicircular pieces, which
fit together “like an exact
jigsaw” to create a ring
shape. Dubbed “The Reunion Nugget,” the adjoining
pieces together weighed-in at
more than a quarter of a
pound (4.2 ounces) — a potentially record-breaking
booty.
“This is now the largest nugget in existence in the UK,”
Lee Palmer, author of “Gold
Occurrences in the UK,” told
Picture Exclusive. Palmer
was sought out by the anonymous explorer who found
the fortune. The owner of the land where The Reunion
Nugget was
found also remains unidentified.
Added Palmer, “There are no impurities in it, it is just
pure gold nugget of about 22 karats. It really is a remarkable find.”
The unnamed finder used a scavenging method called
sniping, said Palmer, which involves snorkeling in
shallow waters and turning over rocks and dirt in
search of buried treasure. The larger half of The Reunion Nugget, which weighs 3.1 ounces, was spotted
first — and the other side, weighing 1.1 ounces, was
retrieved in the same area about 10 minutes later.
“One mineralogist thought it looked like an entry and
exit hole that could’ve been made with a neolithic antler pick, which were used by farmers in the Iron Age,”
said Palmer, who hopes the valuable find will be purchased by a museum — that is, if the Crown Estate
doesn’t try to stake their claim.
The previous record for the largest gold lump was set
in 2016 by The Douglas Nugget, which weighed
around 3 ounces and was also discovered in a Scottish waterway. “Even if you took the largest individual
Page 6
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Real Reales
By Rick Mattingly
From the News Archives of 1999

S

everal months ago I gave a presentation for the
Rocky Mountain Prospectors & Treasure Hunters
Club on the subject of cache hunting. In this
presentation I had mentioned finding a cache of old coins
while detecting a very old homestead site in Ohio some
years ago. This cache of coins, apparently stored within an
old metal mesh coin purse (since rusted away to tiny pieces) was stashed in the stones of the rock foundation of the
home, long since gone.
This cache contained a number of beautiful coins from the
1780 to 1820 era, including silver Spanish and Mexican
Reales in various denominations. While the early American
coins found in this case were fascinating, the truly amazing thing to me was the fact that silver coins minted in
Spain and Mexico had found their way to the Ohio frontier. However, subsequent research revealed that in Colonial America right on through the mid-1800’s Americanminted coinage was in very short supply. Because of this
situation the high-grade silver Reales were a common form
of barter.

kens, etc. (I personally have to believe that the most common explanation for coins ending up in an outhouse is
that they were unintentionally left in the pockets and linings of clothing, which subsequently deteriorate away.)
The Reale in any denomination is a beautiful coin and,
while not often very valuable, is still extremely collectable
as an exciting reminder of our country’s amazing history. I
do cherish those that I have had the good fortune to find.

✍

1800 8 Spanish Reale showing the bust of Carolus IIII on one
side and the Pillars of Hercules on the other

While the Reale was struck in fractional denominations of
one half, one, two and four “bits”, the eight Reale was the
most popular form of exchange. The eight Reale, about the
size of our silver dollar, was minted by Spain and Mexico
in amazing numbers from the rich silver mines of Central
and South America.
In fact, it was common practice in early America to make
change by cutting an eight Reale coin into fourths (often
quite crudely!) to make change. One Reale or “bit” was the
equivalent of 12 1/2 cents. One fourth of an 8 Reale was
then the equivalent of a quarter dollar — commonly referred to as two-bits. Yep, you guessed it, this is where the
ditty comes from that goes — “two bits, four bits, six-bits,
a dollar.” To this day our quarters are still often referred
to as two-bits. The 8 Reale was also called a Pillar Dollar
(from the Pillars of Hercules motto on the design), Milled
Dollar or Piece of Eight.

1780 Massachusetts note “payable in two Spanish

Whew — with that said — this explains why it is not uncommon to dig Reales or pieces of Reales when we detect
today. While Reales are detected with more regularity
along the East and West coasts, they do also show up in
the Rocky Mountain region. as the result of trade in early
New Mexico territory.
Over the years I have uncovered several Reales of various
denomination in Colorado. The latest example being two
1840’s 8 Reales uncovered in an old outhouse pit dig within the last month. In this case we were actually looking for,
and finding, old bottles. However, it is always a good idea
to sift the dirt from these pit digs for coins, buttons, toThe News, January 2020

Two Bits “Change” in the old days
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Reunion Nugget The largest gold nugget found in the UK
In May, 2019 a whopping 22-carat nugget of pure gold, which weighs
121.3 grams and is the largest ever found in Britain, was uncovered in
Scotland. The prospector, who wants to remain anonymous, found the
nugget in a river bed by using the technique of 'sniping'. This littleknown process involves gold hunters donning a wet suit and snorkel before scouring the bottom of the river using hand tools. This nugget was
actually found in two pieces, but they fit together, which led it to be
called the Reunion Nugget. Its value is estimated at £80,000 ($104k).

Before You Buy That Metal Detector Handbook Check:
http://www.mdhtalk.org/articles/before-you-buy-hb/before-you-buy-handbook.pdf
Page 8
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Fenn Again
Colorado treasure hunter David Harold Hanson of Colorado Springs is suing
Santa Fe Forrest Fenn for $1.5 million, alleging the latter's fraudulent statements have deprived Hanson of Fenn's hidden treasure ($TNM). Recap:
Treasure hunters have been searching for a chest of hidden gold and jewels
for close to a decade, using clues left by Fenn in his autobiography The Thrill
of the Chase. Hanson alleges, in a Monday filing in US District Court, that
Fenn issued misleading clues that led him astray, and gave out additional
clues to another searcher, which were beneficial. The search for Fenn's gold
has led to much speculation about its existence, as well as tragic deaths.
November, 2019
By Julia Goldberg

Just more proof that "No good deed goes unpunished."

Details of a
Planning Session for
2020 club events
will be announced at
the January club
meeting. Please give
some thought to
events you would
like to see for the
coming year!
You are a detectorist
if you fill your holes.
But ........
You are a vandal if
you do not!
The News, January 2020
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Calendar of Events
January Meeting
Wednesday, January 8. We will meet at The Edge
Sports Center in Fort Collins, 4450 Denrose Court,
Meeting Agenda
6:00 - 7:00 Social Hour and Setup
7:00 - 7:30 Business, Announcements & Find of
the Month Program
7:30 - 7:45 Break
7:45 - 9:00 "Prospecting Tips” by Joe Johnston.

RMPTH DUES
RMPTH is an unincorporated Social Club with
no income generated. All
expenses are covered by
$35 annual dues. Members are requested to
consider minor donations
at each monthly meeting
to cover refreshments.

Visit RMPTH On The Internet At
http://rmpth.com
MAP TO THE MEETING PLACE
Fort Collins Senior Center
MAP TO
THE
MEETING
PLACE
1200
Raintree
Drive
The
Edge
Sports
Center
Fort Collins, CO 80526
4450 Denrose Ct, Fort Collins, CO 80524

Directions:
The Edge Sports Center is located southeast of the intersection of I-25 and State Highway 14
in east Fort Collins.
Page 10
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January 2020
Sun

Mon

Tue

Special meeting date due to New
Years day conflict.

5

6

7

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

4

9

10

11

New Years Day

8
MPTH Finds Program &
Social 6:00P
RMPTH Meeting 7:00P

RMPTH Board Meeting
6:00P

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

February 2020
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1
2

3

4

5
MPTH Finds Program &
Social 6:00P
RMPTH Meeting 7:00P

9
16

6

7

8

RMPTH Board Meeting
6:00P

10

11

12

13

14

15

17

18

19

20

21

22

25

26

27

28

29

President’s Day

23
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$6 Million Coin Hoard
A ‘Mind-Blowing’ $6 Million Coin Hoard
Discovered by Treasure Hunters Will Be Unveiled
at the British Museum

The British Museum has been assessing the find for the
past seven months, and is due to reveal more information about the coins to the public on Wednesday, August 28. A spokesperson for the institution confirmed to
the Daily Mail that the “large hoard” was handed over as
possible treasure, and that it appears to be “an important discovery.”

August 27, 2019

A

pair of metal detectorists made the discovery of
a lifetime when they unearthed a hoard of ancient coins worth around $6 million in a field in
Somerset, in the West of England. The historic find, believed to be one of the biggest ever treasure troves uncovered in the UK, is due to be unveiled at the British Museum tomorrow.
Treasure hunters Adam Staples and Lisa Grace unearthed the 2,571 Anglo-Saxon and Norman coins in
January when they were searching farmland with their
trusty metal detectors. In an interview with Treasure
Hunting Magazine, the couple described the hoard as
“amazing” and “absolutely mind-blowing.” They reported
their find to the authorities as required by UK law, and
the coins were soon sent to the British Museum for evaluation.

RMPTH Field Outing Statement
NOTE: The Coordinators and participants stay in
touch and continue to review and plan upcoming
presentations and outings for the year on a monthly
basis. Our editor Rick Mattingly needs timely event
information for each issue of The News. Please get
information about any particular event to him by the
15th of the month to meet the printing deadline for
the next issue.
Planned trips, outings, activities, and meeting programs are in the newsletter and on line at the clubs
website. Planning is a work in progress and additional outings and activities are added and sometimes deleted on an ongoing basis. Events planned
in the upcoming month are emphasized to the attendees at the monthly meetings. Contact the
Presentations Coordinators or Editor if you have
any suggestions or ideas throughout the year for
fieldtrips, outings, and programs.
The best made plans may change at the last minute due to the illness of the Trail Boss, weather,
land access, vehicles breaking down, wrong meeting sites, etc. Please be understanding of extenuating circumstances and contact the coordinator or
Trail Boss of a specific event if there is any question of an event being cancelled or changed at the
last minute.
Page 12

Under the UK’s 1996 Treasure Act, if a find is officially
declared treasure, it must first be offered for sale to a
museum at a price set by the British Museum’s Treasure Valuation Committee. If no museum can raise the
money to acquire the coins, they can then be offered for
sale at auction. The owner of the land where the coins
were found is entitled to half of the proceeds. The metal
detectorists are keeping the exact location of their discovery under wraps, although the trove is called the
Chew Valley Hoard after an area in North Somerset.
A coin expert at the London auctioneers Dix Noonan
Webb has valued the coins at around £5 million ($6 million). They include mint-condition silver King Harold II
pennies, coins from the reign of William the Conqueror,
which could be worth as much as £5,000 ($6,000) each,
as well as pieces minted by previously-unknown moneyers.
The King Harold II coins are particularly rare due to his
short reign. The last Anglo-Saxon king was on the
throne for just nine months before he died during the
Battle of Hastings in 1066. The expert said that the
hoard may prove too pricey for museums, which might
have to launch an appeal for sponsors to raise funds to
acquire them.
The coins would have belonged to a wealthy person who
probably buried them for safekeeping at some point after the Norman Invasion of 1066 and probably before
1072.
The biggest collection of buried treasure ever discovered
in the UK was the Staffordshire Hoard of Anglo-Saxon
gold and silver metalwork, but this latest find could
worth $1 million more, and have as great or even more
historic value.
A 30-year-old British man with a metal detector came
across a small 24-carat gold coin the size of a penny this
past March. Yesterday, it sold at auction for $700,000.
The 1,700-year-old coin, an ancient Roman aureus, depicts the face of Allectus, a finance minister in Roman
Britain who usurped the crown by murdering the sitting
emperor, Carausius. It was estimated to sell for between
$90,000 and $127,000 at the London-based coin, medal, and jewelry auction house Dix Noonan Webb. But
warring bidders skyrocketed the price, with an unidentified collector ultimately placing the final bid by tele(Continued on page 13)
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(Continued from page 12)

phone.
“This is the most expensive coin that we have ever sold
at Dix Noonan Webb,” said Christopher Webb, director
of the house’s coin department, in a statement. “As well
as being one of the world’s most expensive Roman
coins, it is the most money ever paid for a coin of Allectus and it is now the most valuable Roman coin minted
in Britain to have been sold at auction.”
Known for leading attempts to annex Britain from the
Roman empire, today Allectus is playfully described as
the first Brexiteer. The currency was minted to fund
Emperor Allectus’s accession in 293 before likely being
demonetized upon his death three years later. Only 24
such coins exist in the world, while the sole other example cast from the same dyes belongs to the British Museum.
The museum assisted in authenticating the coin this
year after it was uncovered in a freshly-plowed field
abutting an old Roman road near Dover, Kent. The man
who discovered it, who has kept his identity private, had
searched the field on several occasions before, coming
up empty each time. The last time he tried, he discovered the aureus after just 45 minutes.
“I cannot believe it, we are ecstatic!” the man said in the
auction house’s statement. “We expected it to sell for a
little over estimate, but not five times the estimate!”
The proceeds from the sale will be split between the
finder and the landowner.
news.artnet.com/art-world/british-museum-treasurecoins-1636096

✍
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Idaho Treasure
As a former Gold Rush state,
Idaho folklore is rich in tales of
lost loot and buried treasure.
From 1860, thousands of people
from all over the world travelled
to Idaho with dreams of striking
rich. Many were not disappointed; the most productive area of
Boise Basin County has produced
3 million troy ounces (90 tons)
alone. But it's not relegated to
history, and there are still active gold mines in the state today.
Page 13

Roman Ring And
Medieval Coins

bbc.com/news/uk-wales-50871507

✍

Roman ring and medieval coins declared
treasure

S

even coins and a Roman ring that were found
by three metal detectorists have been declared
treasure.

The ring, found in Newport in October 2017, is decorated with a pattern representing a palm branch. It
dates back to the 2nd or 3rd Century.
The coins were unearthed by different detectorists in
Monmouthshire.
Five coins dating back to the reign of Edward III were
found in Grosmont, while two silver Tudor groats
were uncovered in Llantilio Crossenny.
All eight objects were declared treasure on Friday by
Gwent coroner Caroline Saunders.
According to the council, Newport Museum is to display the ring, which was discovered by Peter Barnes
in the Graig area of the city.
The five gold and silver coins found in Grosmont were
unearthed by Mark Hackman. They were minted in
London between 1344 and 1369.
The coins would have been worth about nine shillings
in the 14th Century - about three weeks' wages for a
skilled tradesman and enough money to buy a cow.
The £3m crime which 'deprived heritage' Curious discoveries in Wales The groats, minted during the reign
of Mary I (1553 to 1558), were found by Darren Jessett.
They had been deliberately folded into a Z-shape, suggesting they may have been used as love tokens.
Debbie Harvey, from Newport Council, said: "The ring
is a good addition to Newport Museum's nationally
significant Roman collections and will be placed on
display alongside examples from Caerwent and Caerleon."
Abergavenny Museum is interested in acquiring the
coins.
Spokesperson Rachael Rogers said: "These objects
have such interesting stories attached to them. Were
they deliberately hidden or accidentally dropped?
"Acquiring the coins for our collections allows us to
understand more about the people who once lived in
the local area and tell their stories for our visitors."
Page 14
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Quote From The Grand Encampment Museum
"The year of 1897 produced an electrifying change.
A rich copper strike in the Sierra Madres precipitated the new city of Grand Encampment and several satellite settlements. The smelter was supplied by
a 16-mile aerial tramway-longest in the world.
In 1908, the company which had produced two million dollars in copper ore, was indicted for overcapitalization and fraudulent stock sales. The mines
closed, and Rudefeha, Dillon, Copperton, Rambler,
Battle and Elwood became ghost towns. Encampment
and Riverside survived but the "Grand" was quietly
dropped."

Gold Glossary
Lode Deposit--a
vein of mineral ore
deposited between
nonmetallic rock
layers.
Gold Facts
Symbol: AU
Atomic Number: 79
Atomic Weight: 196.967
Melting Point: 1063° (1945° F)
Specific Gravity: 19.2
MOH’s Scale of Hardness:
2.5 - 3
Karat
24K = 100% Pure Gold
18K = 75% Pure Gold
14K = 58% Pure Gold
10K = 42% Pure Gold
Troy Weights
1 grain = 0.0648 grams
24 grains = 1 penny
weight (DWT) = 1.552 grams
20 DWT = 1 ounce =
480 grains = 31.10 grams
12 ounces = 1 Troy pound =

YOUR
ADVERTISEMENT
COULD BE HERE!
Call Rick Mattingly
at 970-669-1205
or rickmatt@q.com
The News, January 2020
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Trading Post
FOR SALE: Jewelers propane/oxygen torch, many cabochons, beads and tools. Contact Ann at
(970) 6667-3705.
WANTED: Used lapidary equipment. Call Kathie 970-2211623
WANTED: Federal or state duck stamps; mint or used. Contact John Hart at (307) 778-3993.

NOTE:
Purchase arrangements are between the buyer and
seller only and involves no financial benefit to RMPTH.

About Trading Post
The News runs classified ads in Trading Post for
three consecutive issues. Trading Post ads for topic
related items up to 10 lines (or 70 words) long are
free. To place an ad in Trading Post contact Rick
Mattingly at (970) 669-1205 evenings. Or
Email at: rickmatt@q.com

Commercial Advertising
Specifications
(Monthly Donation Rate)
Full Page (8 1/2” X 7”)
Half Page (3 1/4”X 7”)
One Third Page (3’X4”)
Business Card (2 3/4”X1 1/2”)

$30
$20
$15
$5

Ads must be received by the 13 t5th of the preceding
month. Contact Rick Mattingly for information on
this service at (970) 669-1205 evenings or email at:
rickmatt@q.com

All mistakes and
misspellings were
intentionally made so
that you could have
the pleasure of finding them.
Colorado School of Mines
Geology Museum
Golden, Colorado
Contact us: 303-273-3815 or
geomuseum@mines.edu
Identification of specimens is performed
between 10 a.m. and noon, Tuesdays and
Thursdays.
Page 16
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WEEKEND & SMALL-SCALE
MINER’S CODE OF ETHICS
I WILL respect other prospector’s claims and not work
those claims without the owner’s permission
I WILL have on-site all necessary permits and licenses
I WILL build fires in designated or safe places only,
and in accordance with current State and Federal
guidelines
I WILL be careful with fuels and motor oils and be
cognizant of their potential destructive effect on the
environment
I WILL remove and properly dispose of all trash and
debris that I find - I will not litter
I WILL be thoughtful, considerate and courteous to
those around me at all time
I WILL appreciate and protect our heritage of natural
resources, wildlife, fisheries and private property, and
respect all laws or ordinances governing prospecting
and mining
I WILL NOT remove stream bank material, destroy
natural vegetation or woody debris dams, nor discharge excess silt into the waterways
I WILL NOT refuel motorized equipment in the stream
I WILL NOT allow oil from motorized
equipment to drip onto the ground or into the water
I WILL NOT prospect in areas closed to prospecting
and mining

Prospecting Insurance

H

ere’s a good reason to consider prospecting insurance from the Internet. The following is a "letter" to
an insurance company.

Dear Sir: I am writing in response to your request for additional information on my insurance claim. In block number
3 of the accident reporting form, I put "trying to keep it all
for myself" as the cause of my accident. You said in your
letter that I should explain more fully, and I trust that the
following details will be sufficient.
I am a prospector by trade. On the day of the accident, I
was working alone on a seemingly rich outcrop in the cliff
wall of a new prospect. When I completed my preliminary
excavation, I discovered that I had about 500 pounds of
rich looking, exciting material. Rather than carry the material down by hand, I decided to lower it in a barrel by using
a pulley which was attached to a large outcrop which was
the exact same system I had used to pull all of my equipment up this high on the cliff. So you city folks can imagine
for yourselves, I was about six floors up. Securing the rope
back down on level ground, I went back up to the working
face, swung the barrel out and loaded the material into it.
Then I went back down to the ground and because Betsy,
my mule, had wandered off somewhere, untied the rope
while holding it tightly to ensure a slow descent of the 500
pounds of rich gold bearing material.
You will note in block number 11 of the accident form that
I weigh 135 pounds. Due to my surprise of being yanked off
the ground so suddenly, I lost presence of mind and forgot
to let go of the rope. Needless to say, I proceeded at a rather rapid rate up the side of the cliff. In the vicinity of what
would be the third floor, or halfway up, I met the barrel
coming down. This explains the fractured skull and broken
collar bone. Slowed only slightly, I continued my rapid ascent, not stopping until the fingers of my right hand were
two knuckles deep into the rusted pulley. Fortunately, by
this time, I regained my presence of mind and was able to
hold tightly to the rope in spite of my pain. At approximately the same time, however, the barrel of gold bearing rocks
hit the ground and the bottom fell out of the barrel. Devoid
of the weight of these rocks, the barrel now weighed
approximately 50 pounds. Again, I refer to my weight in
block 11.
As you might imagine, I began a rapid descent down the
side of the mountain. In the vicinity of what would again be
the third floor, or halfway back down, I met the barrel coming up. This accounts for the two fractured ankles and the
lacerations to my legs and lower body. The encounter with
the barrel slowed me down enough to lessen my injuries
when I fell onto the pile of rocks and, fortunately, only
three vertebrae were cracked, along with minor scratches
and bruises. I am sorry to report however, that as I lay
there on those now common rocks and dirt, in excruciating
pain, unable to move, watching the empty barrel six stories
above me, thinking it was all over, and wondering where
my mule was, I again lost presence of mind .... and the last
thing I remember is when I let go of the rope.
Thank you, and I hope this explanation is sufficient for
your records.

Offer Your Assistance To Any
Of Our Program Coordinators
The News, January 2020

Cordially, SeldomSeen Hardrock (and Betsy)
C/O St. Johns Hospital Intensive Care Ward
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Rocky Mountain Prospectors and Treasure Hunters Club
2019 Schedule of Events
Month

Meeting Program

Trip/Activity

January

“Metal Detecting”
By Joe Johnston

No Trip/Activity Scheduled

February

“Gold Sluicing”
By Bob Murphy

“Tour of the Wyoming State Museum”

March

“Bingham Hill Cemetery”
By Rose Brinks

“Tour Sterling, CO Museum”
“Denver GPAA Show”
“Fort Collins Rockhounds Gem & Mineral Show”

April

“The Mining Camps Speak“
By Beth Sagsteter

“Prospecting & Detecting Clinic” at Lions Open Space”

May

“Maps, Compass & GPS”

“Let’s Go Gold Panning On The Arkansas’ Event – GPOC”

June

“Finding Gold In Colorado” by Kevin
Singel

“Ames Monument Tour and Metal Detecting”
“Cache Creek Gold Outing”

July

“Gold and Platinum In Wyoming” by
Wayne Sutherland

“South Pass, WY Prospecting & Detecting Outing”
“WY Metal Detecting Outing—Barb Schuldt”

August

“TO BE DETERMINED

“Corona Pass-Rollins Pass Outing”
“Leadville Old Mines and Turquois Hunting”

September

TO BE DETERMINED

“Keota Ghost Town Tour”
“Fort Laramie & Gurnsey Oregon Trail Outing”
“RMPTH Annual Coin & Prize Hunt”
“Stone Age Fair”
“Denver Mineral & Fossil Show”

October

“Meteorite Hunting”

“Off-Road Detector Hunt”
“Leucite Hills, WY Gold and Gem Outing”

November

“Annual “Show & Tell” &
Silent Auction”

No Trip/Activity Scheduled

December

“Annual Christmas Party”
“Find of the Year Program”
“Prospector/Detectorist of the Year”

“Flatirons Mineral Club & Model Train Show”

Good Hunting in 2019!
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Rocky Mountain
Prospectors & Treasure Hunters
Contact List
RMPTH Coordinators

Home

E-Mail

Bob Murphy

1-970-330-9009

mrphybob7@aol.com

Steve McNeill

1-970-556-0755

pawfullo@yahoo.com

Interim Treasurer

Wayne Hall

1-970-682-5035

wayneahall@gmail.com

Secretary

Need Volunteer

Interim President
Interim Vice President

———————–

———————–

The News Staff
Editor-in-Chief

Rick Mattingly

1-970-669-1205

rickmatt@q.com

Rick Mattingly

1-970-669-1205

rickmatt@q.com

Dave Landes
Betsy Emond
Joe Johnston

1-720-985-4186
1-970-218-0290
1-303-696-6950

midnightoil45@aol.com
bemond@fcgov.com
cjoej1@peoplepc.com

Internet Web Site
Web Master
Volunteers/Coordinators
Finds Program

Presentations

———————–

———————–

———————–

Club Historian

Steve McNeill

1-970-556-0755

pawfullo@yahoo.com

Club Meeting Greeter

Barbara Schuldt

1-480-277-0893

Club Librarian

Joe Johnston

1-303-696-6950

Club Photo Librarian

Need Volunteer

———————–

———————–

Meeting Setup

Need Volunteer

———————–

———————–

Door Prize

Need Volunteer

———————–

———————–

50/50 Drawing

Woody Hodgdon

1-970-217-8124

ftcolwoody@juno.com

Coin Raffle

Woody Hogdon

1-970-217-8124

ftcolwoody@juno.com

———————–
cjoej1@peoplepc.com

General Information Contact: Bob Murphy at 970-330-9009 or mrphybob7@aol.com

Visit RMPTH on the Internet at: http://rmpth.com

Let’s Go For The Gold !
The News, January 2020
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